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An unprecedented music

Pauline Leblond Double Quartet

Some would describe this music as curious, or as unusual … 
This music is for sure, unique. 

But, why ? 

It is about blending two different musics that are dear to Pauline Leblond,
the trumpet player who formed the band ;

Baroque music and Jazz music.
Yep, you read that right !

Baroque music, the one from Johan Sebastian Bach, Arcangelo Corelli,
Giovanni Battista Pergolesi, Georg Friendrich Haendel, Henry Purcell…
and Jazz music, from Louis Armstrong, John Coltrane, Chet Baker, Bill

Evans and so on...

 But let it be properly understood ! This is not some kind of « jazzy
covers»  of baroque pieces ! But it is the result of Pauline Leblond’s three

passion: besides Jazz and Baroque music, she is passionately involved in
musical composition. So, these are original compositions influenced by

jazz and baroque music.  

 Original compositions influenced by jazz and baroque music?? 
 How’s that ? 

Without further delay, here is our teaser : 

https://youtu.be/oPqCXzdfBA

https://youtu.be/oPqCXzdfBA


In this band, we can hear

a string quartet with

* Diede Verpoest (1stvl)
* Julien Gillain (2ndvl)
* Marie Ghitta (viola)
* Pierre Sutra (cello)

a jazz quartet with       
 

* Pauline Leblond (tp/fgh) 
* Guillaume Gillain (gt)        
* Daniel Jonkers (dms)        
* Fil Caporali (db)                 

           



At the begining of this project, an interesting musical reflection

‘This  idea  has  come  few  years  ago.  When  i  was  listening  to  baroque music,
especially  pieces  for  harpsichord  or  keyboard  from Johann  Sebastian  Bach,  I
noticed some similarities with jazz ; in melodies and changes as well. I think that
harmonic and  melodic  rhythms  could  be  associated  to  BeBop.  Only  the
interpretation (accentuation, phrasing) is different but the writing is the same.
First, I sang Bach's suites with jazz phrasing. I improvised with my brother 
practicing those suites on cello, then I tried a first experience in public, an 
arrangement of a keyboard's piece.
 
After that, I really wanted to compose a new piece based on baroque material, 
with a jazz sound. To show the filiations between those two musics, I needed 
classical and jazz musicians. Of course, I thought about drums and double bass, 
because they are the essence of jazz bands especially for swing and timing 
conception. I needed one harmonic instrumentist, I spoke about this project to my 
friend Guillaume Gillain who plays guitar, he was really interested. His harmonic 
support fulfilled the luth function (arpeggios and melodic movements). I discussed 
with another friend of mine, Julien Gillain, who plays the jazz violin and he 
supported me too. I wanted his contribution in order to have a jazz player within 
the string quartet. In that way, I got an " improvising guy " in the string section. 
The other members of this section come from a classical environment.
I chose the string quartet formation even if it's not typical in the baroque era (the 
string quartet was born in the classical period, thanks to Joseph Haydn) but still the
strings timber sounds in my ears. I appreciate this formation for all the possibilities
it can offer (Haydn, Debussy, Ravel, Schostakovitch...) It's one of the most beautiful 
and richest timbers association in my opinion.

For  now,  I've  composed a piece (3  mvts)  :  22.1030,  I  arranged pieces of  Johann
Sebastian Bach, Giovanni Gabrieli, Arcangelo Corelli and some jazz standards. I've
also started a new suite,  based on dances suite (  to be continued )  from the
baroque period, mixing baroque language and jazz phrasing.‘

  This is the new dance suite we want to share with you today ! 



Why this crowdfunding ? 

We’re finally about to get there !
We recorded a new repertoire in march, with the the support of the

Province de Liège and CaBalance.
It’s a dance suite (a musical form stemming from the baroque period) :

Passacaille
Allemande
Rigaudon

Gavotte 

We would like to finalize these recordings so that our public can listen to our
brand new tunes !

And that’s now we need you support !!!

We’ve thought about publishing those musical pieces, not on a CD, but on a USB 
stick. A USB stick with a very particular design. A design that reflects who we 
are, looking just like us. I can’t tell you more yet, you will soon discover it !
Not only it will be possible for you to listen to us, but it will also allow us to 
increase visibility to concert promoters and to get known by musical 
programmers. This makes even more important the fact that we reach our goal ! 

In order to promote our music, we also plan to realize  a video clip on one of our
new tunes ; The Gavotte New Orleans.

We need your support for this as well !

We estimated those costs to the amount of a bit more than 3000€ 
Would you help us ? 

WE COUNT ON YOU !!! 



                                                     3100€

First Step

Pay the access to online music platforms (Spotify, Itunes, Bancamp) >80€
 Video clip production and editing > 700 €
USB stick printing > 500 €
Graphism and Packaging > 1400 €
Recordings Mix and Mastering > 500 €

What if more ?

Second step  4300€

Pay the musicians for the recording sessions > 800 €
More USB stick printing > 400 €

Even more ??      12 800€

Organizing concerts > 3000 €
Album recording with even more compositions > 4000€
Another video clip making > 1500€



Counterparts

* 5  €
Appreciation and gratitude

We will publically thank each person who contributed to the accomplishment of our
project through our facebook page ! And you will receive our eternal gratitude !

(That s something!!)’

* 10 €
Downloads of the recordings + gratitude
Besides our gratitude, you will get the access to our EP recordings for free (our four 
new pieces downloadable on online music platfrom).

* 15 €
1 kit USB stick + gratitude

We offer you our kit USB stick with the recording of our EP.

* 20 €
1 kit USB stick + 1 unpublished signed photo + gratitude 
During the week following the crowdfunding, you will receive a completely original 
photo of the band signed by Pauline Leblond and the USB stick kit in order to listen 
to our EP.

* 25 €
1 invitation to a concert of the Double Quartet + downloads of the

recordings + gratitude
For 25 , We invite to one of our next concerts. A good opportunity to discover or€

enjoy our live music again. What would be better than live music ??

* 40 €
1 invitation to a concert of the Double Quartet + 1 kit USB stick + gratitude
Here, you ve got everything, not only will you get the invitation for a concert but also’
a souvenir at the end of the concert !



* 50 €
1 invitation to a concert of the Double Quartet + 1 unpublished signed

photo + 1 kit USB stick + gratitude
With 50 , listening to us and seeing us again and again€  !

* 60 €
1 trumpet lesson + downloads of the recordings + gratitude
Do you like trumpet ? Would you like to enjoy an initiation ? Awesome !
You will have the opportunity to get a one hour lesson with Pauline Leblond, the 
leader of the band.

* 80 €
2 invitations to an interactive concert + 1 kit USB stick + gratitude

This interactive concert will give children as well as aduts the possibility to take part
to one of our performances. If you have any question regarding swing, baroque music

or even the string quartet ; that s the perfect opportunity’  ! You will aslo be able to
make your first steps as conductor. (20  per extra person at the interactive concert).€

* 100 €
2 invitations of a concert of the Double Quartet + access to one of our 
rehearsals + 1 kit USB stick + 1 unpublished signed photo + gratitude
Invitations to one of our next concerts for two people as well as our kit USB stick.

* 150 €
3 invitations of a concert of the Double Quartet + access to one of our
rehearsals + 1 unpublished signed photo + 1 kit USB stick + gratitude

Not one, not two but three invitations to one of our next concerts, with also, as a
souvenir, the USB kit and the signed photo.

* 250 €
1 concert of Pauline Leblond in duet at your place (fees not included) + 1 kit
USB stick + gratitude
We want to thank yo greatly, because you will have helped us a lot in the 
achievement of our project ! A concert of Pauline Leblond in duet will be organized at
your place and of course you are free to invite your friends to share this special 
moment. Plus, you will receive the kit USB stick of the Double Quartet.



* 500 €
1 concert of Pauline Leblond in jazz quartet at your place (fees not

included) + 2 invitations to an interactive concert + access to one of our
rehearsals + 1 kit USB stick + 1 unpublished signed photo + gratitude

As a thank you, we want to offer you everything ! ( 20  per extra person at the€
interactive concert )

* 1000 €
1 concert of the Double Quartet at your place (fees not included) + access 
to one of our rehearsals + 1 kit USB stick + 1 unpublished signed photo + 
gratitude
It feels so good to have the chance to have a Double Quartet in one s own living ’
room ! Bring home surrounded by friends or neighboors listening to a beautiful 
private concert. And if you want to listen to us and help us travelling through parts of
the world, we are ready to come ! 

* 1600 €
1 original dance (musical piece) composed by Pauline Leblond + 1 concert

of the Double Quartet at your place or for your company (fees not
included)  + 1 kit USB stick + 1 unpublished signed photo + gratitude 

If you like our music, you can share it with your friends, family or collegues ! It will
be with a great pleasure that we will come to play for any event and to share some

faboulus moments ! AND A HUGE THANKS ! 



We all thank you so much
for your support !!! 

Pauline Leblond and the team
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